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Essential Skills--Made Easy!Learn how to use Ajax (Asynchronous JavaScript and XML) to
create Web applications that mirror the richness of desktop applications. Using easy-to-follow
examples, Ajax: A Beginner's Guide gets you started working with this cutting-edge collection of
technologies in no time. Create XMLHttpRequest objects and use JavaScript, XML, DHTML,
CSS, PHP, and more to build next-generation Web applications. You'll also find out about a
variety of free, pre-written Ajax frameworks you can use right away.Designed for Easy
Learning:Key Skills & Concepts--Lists of specific skills covered in the chapterAsk the Expert--
Q&A sections filled with bonus information and helpful tipsTry This--Hands-on exercises that
show how to apply your skillsAnnotated Syntax--Example code with commentary that describes
the programming techniques being illustrated

From the PublisherSteven Holzner is the award-winning author of more than 100 computer
books, including PHP: The Complete Reference. He's been a contributing editor for PC
Magazine, teaches programming classes at Fortune 500 companies, and has been on the
faculty at Cornell University and MIT.--This text refers to the paperback edition.About the
AuthorSteven Holzner is the award-winning author of more than 100 computer books, including
PHP: The Complete Reference. He's been a contributing editor for PC Magazine, teaches
programming classes at Fortune 500 companies, and has been on the faculty at Cornell
University and MIT.--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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J. Quervo, “Good Stuff. This is more of a response to the previous remark. The code in question
is found on the publishers site (listed on the back cover). Just search for "ajax". It's on the left
hand side under "Downloads". For ease, I've included the link. [...]”

Tank Min, “easily understand. / Personal background: PHP, Javascript, HTML (Basic
understand)/ Quick Rating: Best book for ajax (easily understand) - Enough explanation of
JavaScript - Ajax (Begin->Chapter 3): Easily understand(not finished reading)-/ Others book +
Head First Ajax: A Brain-Friendly Guide: Super detail, so superfluous and unnecessary + Sams
Teach: to be superficial in its coverage of AJAX, JavaScript and php. (hard to understand) +
others book: not reading (reason: long pages so not try reading)”

Man Downeast, “Great beginners and old timers book also.. Ajax is really so simple. If you can
find a book like this that focuses on just ajax and of course xml, json and so on. It baby steps
you all the way through. I've read some books before and came away wondering if the author
knew ajax?  Not the case here.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 4 people have provided feedback.
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